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Make even more
exciting discoveries at

www.eurocave.com

Revelation
range

The Revelation range ...
‘‘Delicate gestures reveal delicate emotions.’’
African proverb

Three irresistible factors...
Low energy consumption

Every detail of this cabinet has been
designed to offer maximum protection
for your wine: Inclusion of all the
criteria essential for maturing wine,
just as in a natural cellar. A new sliding
shelf fitted with a main du sommelier
made from a structure in two materials
which adapts to the shape of the bottle
and protects it from vibrations. A softclose device which slows the movement
of the shelf when it is pushed back into
the cabinet.

Every optional extra that you
could desire in a cabinet
For each cabinet, it is possible to choose
the colour, size, door, external and
internal finishes for an almost tailormade product.

*Large, 1-temperature cabinets in the Collection range

A protective cocoon

These cabinets are guaranteed to
consume less energy* and produce low
sound levels so that they can be placed in
living areas.

The luxury of choice

Choose between three different doors:
high gloss black for the purists, full glass
for the hedonists, stainless steel and glass
for those who favour a contemporary
look and, if you wish, add the elegant
handle in distinctive glass1.

Frivolous or Frugal?
22°C

10-14°C

22°C
10-14°C

10-14°C
5°C

Cabinets that measure up

21°C

Two sizes with the flexibility
to allow 74 - 234 bottles to
be stored. The cabinets and
their layouts offer maximum
optimization of capacity.

10-14°C
Our Revelation10-14°C
cabinets are
available
for two types of use:
5°C
6°C
6°C
1-temperature for maturing
your wine over time or multi14-20°C
14-20°C
21°C
temperature
for
those who
10-14°C
10-14°C
prefer
to have 10-14°C
their wine at
10-14°C
an ideal
temperature6°C
7°C serving 6°C
6°C
6°C
straight away.
14-20°C
10-14°C

10-14°C
7°C

14-20°C

6°C

10-14°C

6°C

Full Glass

Black Piano

A range of finishes to suit personal taste

Stainless
steel glass2

Black or wood colours, leather or stainless steel cladding...
Choose the finish that suits your requirements.
Colours

nero

buffle

Stainless steel
cladding2
Stainless
steel

Leather cladding

black ostrich
grain

black or brown
crocodile grain3

1- Detachable handle, easy to fasten (Full Glass and Black Piano doors only).
2-Large model only.3- Small model only.

Each to their own

patented

model

And then
there was light…
Sparkling presentation for your bottles – this is
what the Revelation range offers. A strip of light
all around the cabinet bathes your bottles in a
halo of amber which dramatically highlights the
inside of the cabinet…UV-free lighting to safely
accentuate your bottles.

Smooth handling
By creating this new range, we wanted to offer a
and ease of use. Discover how to best arrange,

Choose your front
new generation interior layout, for improved ergonomics
store and organise your wines.
The warmth of light oak or the modernity of glossy black?

Sliding shelf
Identify your wines

Capacity for up to 12 bottles
Designed for improved aesthetics and fluidity of use, the
new structure of the sliding shelf conceals all of its technical
features beneath its stylish curves. It has a soft-close device
which slows the speed of the shelf at the end of travel.
Holding your bottles safely and securely.

g
each slidin
Mounted on iet, smooth
lows qu
shelf, it al
handling

Capacity for up to 77 bottles
Again, the mechanism has been designed to
facilitate installation of the shelf in the cabinet.
For improved durability and ergonomics.

design

Storage shelf

The new generation Main du Sommelier
patented

e
Soft-close devic

New epoxy-coated steel labels on which you can write
information about your precious bottles. Up to 6
detachable labels per shelf. White felt-tip pen supplied
(erasable).

This structure in two materials cradles your bottles
and protects them from vibration. It is detachable,
allowing it to adapt to your storage requirements
in terms of bottle shape and number.
The Main du Sommelier allows easy
placement of your bottles. Userfriendly, your bottle will slip
easily into place.

V-Revel-S

The best possible conditions
for maturing and serving wine…

Maturing cabinets

Wine serving cabinets

They recreate the same conditions found in a natural cellar. All meet the 5
criteria essential for storing wine:
• A temperature which is constant thanks to a dual Hot/Cold control and
uniform (temperature gradient +/- 0.5°c).
Our cabinets are fitted with a mechanical thermostat for double protection
(frost protection)*.
• Suitable humidity levels thanks to the Hygro+ system and the embossed
aluminium walls
• A permanent ventilation system ensured by breather effect
• Guaranteed protection from UV rays for the solid door or glass door with
highly effective UV screening.
• Protection from vibrations thanks to the compressor being isolated from the
cabinet body.

Whilst protecting your wine in the same way
as a natural cellar, these cabinets differ from
maturing cabinets owing to their temperature,
which is graduated from 5 - 22°C: up to 10
different temperature zones allowing you
to store several types of wine (rosé, white,
red) in the same cabinet at an ideal serving
temperature.
* 1-temperature model only

These things take time…

Energy and technical features
A 5 year parts warranty
Always striving to offer you
the best possible service, for
its Revelation range EuroCave
offers:
- a 5 year parts warranty*
- 10 years rust-proofing
*Details of additional warranty offers can be
found in the general terms of sale.

Low energy consumption
A range of wine cabinets that
contributes to protecting the
environment by reducing its
energy consumption.
Up to 64% less energy
consumed compared to a
traditional wine cabinet.*
1-temperature cabinet, large model, from
the Collection range.

Origine France
Garantie label
Since 2012, EuroCave is the
first – and only – wine cabinet
manufacturer to hold the
‘‘Origine France Garantie’’
label for all of its cabinets.
This label guarantees the origin
and place of manufacture of the
product and supports French
know-how.

The seal of approval of
a Master Sommelier
As for all of our products,
this range is approved by John
Euvrard, Meilleur Ouvrier de
France Sommelier (France’s
top wine steward) 2007. A
guarantee of the reliability of
our products and their ability
to meet the requirements of
top wine professionals.

The little plus-points that make all the difference!
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Ref.

YEAR
WARRANTY

Dimensions
HxWxD (mm)1

Weight when
empty1
(kg)

Energy
efficiency class1

Bottle capacity2

Access3

Premium3 Maximum3

Annual energy
consumption

AEc (Kwh/year)
4

Useful
volume
(liters)

R600a

Sound emission
(dB(A))
R600a

R134a

Permitted temperature
range1
min. / max.
°C
°F

1 temperature
V-REVEL-L

1825 x 680 x 715

89

215

182

234

A+

128

445

37

38

0°C - 35°C

32-95

V-REVEL-S

960 x 680 x 715

56

92

74

92

A+

114

210

37

38

0°C - 35°C

32-95

Multi-temperature
S-REVEL-L

1825 x 680 x 715

87

215

182

234

A+

128

460

37

38

12°C - 30°C

54-86

S-REVEL-S

960 x 680 x 715

54

92

74

92

A+

114

225

37

38

12°C - 30°C

54-86

Category of all the models: 2. – Climate class: Our appliances are designed to be used at an ambient temperature of 10°C - 32°C. (Class SN) – These models cannot be flush-fitted.
1- Data calculated with a high gloss black door. 2- The capacities of the cabinets are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles. 3- Access pack: mixed, fixed and sliding shelves – Premium pack: 100% sliding.
4- Energy consumption calculated with a high gloss black door based on the results obtained over 24hrs in standard test conditions
(25°C). Actual energy consumption depends on operating conditions and the appliance’s location.

Control
Temperature setting range possible

- 1-temperature: 5 - 20°C / 41 - 68°F
- Multi-temperature: 5 - 22°C / 41 - 72°F

LED screen with touch sensitive keys
Electronic internal setting and display
Humidity display

Equipment
Visual alarms in case of malfunction:
- open door
- sensor fault
- temperature fault
- charcoal filter
- humidity cut-off

Interior lighting (3 lighting options:
permanent, activated upon opening, disabled)
Active charcoal filter with meter
Adjustable feet at the front
Lock
Heat insulation (polyurethane foam)

Two independent
thermostats ensure
double frost
*

protection

*1-temperature model only

